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Abstract

There is conflicting evidence of a relationship between changes in symptoms and cognitive functioning in schizophrenia.

This study investigated longitudinal changes in psychopathology and cognitive functioning in chronic schizophrenia utilising

three different dimensional models of symptomatology. Sixty-two patients diagnosed with DSM-IV schizophrenia or

schizoaffective disorder were examined on two occasions over a period of 6 months for symptom improvement, measured by

Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) [Kay et al., Schizophr. Bull. 13 (1987) 261]. Participants also completed a

comprehensive battery of neuropsychological tasks designed to assess attention, verbal and non-verbal memory, psychomotor

processing and executive/frontal functioning on both occasions. Twenty-five control subjects were assessed for comparison

purposes. Severity of negative symptoms predicted poor neuropsychological performance on IQ, verbal fluency and memory

measures at occasion one. However, using regression analyses, significant improvements in symptom ratings over time using

two-, three- or five-dimensional models did not predict improvements in any aspect of cognitive functioning measured, except

motor speed. The results do not suggest a causal relationship between the course of symptoms and neuropsychological

functioning in chronic schizophrenia.
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1. Introduction

Relationships between symptoms of schizophrenia

and performance on neuropsychological tests have

been identified (Liddle, 1987; Addington and Adding-

ton, 1997) although there is no consistent pattern link-

ing specific cognitive deficits with different symptoms

of schizophrenia. Studies using two (Addington and

Addington, 1997, 1999) and three (Velligan et al.,

1997; Cadenhead et al., 1997; Mahurin et al., 1998)

syndrome dimensions consistently report cognitive

impairment associated with negative symptoms. Their

relationship may reflect a conceptual overlap as certain

symptoms or impairments are considered both negative
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symptoms and cognitive deficits. A common cause of

both symptoms and cognitive dysfunction has been

suggested in which there is a similar aetiology but

different activation (Addington, 2000). Alternatively,

stressors in the environment may affect both systems

differently.

Cognitive impairments have been found to persist

in schizophrenia (for review see Rund, 1998), whereas

symptoms tend to change over the course of illness.

However, there have been relatively few studies to

examine the relationship between symptoms (particu-

larly negative symptoms) and cognitive impairments

over time and different methodologies make these

studies difficult to compare.

In recent onset and first episode patients examined

over 5 years (Gold et al., 1999) and a first episode and

previously treated sample examined over 19 months

(Censits et al., 1997), significant clinical improvement

in rated symptoms correlated positively with some

neuropsychological change, with improved negative

symptomatology accounting for most significant cor-

relations. Schizophrenia patients assessed annually for

up to 5 years (Hoff et al., 1999) demonstrated that

reduction in positive symptoms was related to im-

provements in cognitive domains. Interestingly, no im-

provement in negative symptoms was reported. In a

geriatric group, Harvey et al. (1996) found no evidence

of a cross-temporal relationship between cognitive

impairment at the initial assessment and negative

symptoms at follow-up. Unlike other samples, they

examined highly impaired patients who were hospi-

talised over 12 months and exhibited no improvement

in symptoms. The neuropsychological assessment uti-

lised was a brief dementia battery that may not have

captured all aspects of cognitive impairment of the ill-

ness. A more sophisticated method of cognitive assess-

ment may detect a relationship between specific types

of impairment and negative symptoms.

This study aimed to investigate whether a signifi-

cant improvement in symptoms of schizophrenia, in

particular negative symptoms, would affect cognitive

impairments as measured with a comprehensive neuro-

psychological test battery. An improvement in symp-

toms was expected in this sample of patients, a majority

of who were clinically unstable. We examined the

course of clinical symptoms over a period of 6 months

and the relationship with measures of cognitive func-

tioning in chronic schizophrenia using two- (Kay et al.,

1987), three- (Peralta et al., 1992) and five-dimensional

syndrome models (Nakaya et al., 1999).

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects and design

Sixty-two subjects (39 males and 23 females) who

met criteria for schizophrenia (n = 54) or schizoaffec-

tive disorder (n= 8) according to DSM-IV were re-

cruited from consultant referrals within the local area.

Patients were referred if they were considered to be-

nefit from a change to their normal anti-psychotic

medication due to adverse side effects or where there

was room for improvement in their treatment. All

patients were medicated with a variety of conventional

antipsychotic treatments for at least 28 days prior to

admission to the study, equivalent to a mean of 411 mg

(S.D. 311 mg) chlorpromazine units. Thirty-eight pa-

tients required adjustment to their medication between

assessments due to worsening of symptoms or allevia-

tion of side effects. All patients were stable on medica-

tion for a minimum of 3 months before the second as-

sessment. Twenty-five control subjects were recruited

from advertisements in the local area. Demographic

details are given in Table 1. All participants provided

written informed consent after comprehensive descrip-

Table 1

Mean (and S.D.) of demographic variables

Patients

(n= 62)

Controls

(n= 25)

t

(df )

p

Age (years) 37.7 (10.27) 34.9 (13.0) 1.052 (85) 0.296

Education

(years)

12.8 (2.5) 15.2 (3.3) 3.663 (85) 0.002

Z p

Gender

(male/female)

39/23 15/10 � 0.251 0.802

Handedness

(right/left)

87%/13% 100%/0 � 1.873 0.061

Ethnicity

(% white)

64%/36% 84%/16% � 1.476 0.140

Length of illness

(years since

diagnosis)

13.9 (9.3) –
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tion of the study. The protocol for this study was

approved by the Bethlem Royal and Maudsley Hos-

pital Ethical Committee.

2.2. Symptom ratings

Symptoms ratings were obtained for the patient

group by research psychiatrists (WS, BB, MD) using

Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) (Kay

et al., 1987) on both occasions with a 6-month

interval. PANNS raters had previous clinical experi-

ence and were trained from videotapes. The intraclass

correlation coefficient (r), a measure of interrater re-

liability, ranged from 0.82 to 0.99 for positive score,

0.83 to 0.93 for negative score and 0.90 to 0.98 for

general score. In order to improve reliability, same

psychiatrists rated the same subjects at both times.

PANSS symptom ratings were classified in the

following ways to identify three different dimensional

models of symptomatology. The two factor model

(Kay et al., 1987) consisted of positive (P1–P7) and

negative (N1–N7) syndromes. The three- and five-

dimensional models utilised were shown to have the

best fit of data using confirmatory factor analyses

(Nakaya et al., 1999). Positive (P1 and P3), negative

(N1–N4 and N6) and disorganisation (P2 and G11)

syndromes were identified by Peralta et al. (1992).

Positive (P1 and P3), negative (N1, N3 and N6),

disorganisation (P2 and G11), relational (N2 and N4)

and excitement (P4 and P7) syndromes were identified

using modified Peralta and Cuesta (1994) (Nakaya et

al., 1999).

2.3. Neuropsychological assessment

All participants completed a comprehensive battery

of neuropsychological tests selected to assess attention,

verbal and non-verbal memory, psychomotor process-

ing and executive/frontal functioning at both occa-

sions. Additional measures of premorbid (National

Adult Reading Test—NART, Nelson, 1982; Nelson

and Willison, 1991) and current intellectual ability

(Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised, WAIS-R,

Wechsler, 1981) were completed at occasion one only.

These tests were administered and scored by trained

psychologists (CH, SD, SON). All neuropsychological

tests were completed within 7 days of the PANSS

rating.

2.3.1. Executive function

Measures of executive function included Wiscon-

sin Card Sorting Task (WCST, Heaton, 1993), Verbal

Fluency letters (FAS, Benton et al., 1983) and com-

puterised Trails, part B (Morris, 1995). WCST meas-

ures abstraction and set changing, Verbal Fluency

provides a measure of spontaneous word generation

(left frontal lobe functioning) and Trails B requires the

ability to shift cognitive set. The 3-D computerised

Tower of London test (TOL, Morris et al., 1995) pro-

vides measures of problem solving ability and Exec-

utive-Golf Task (EGT, Morris et al., 1999) measures

spatial strategy formation. In this recently developed

EGT task using a touch screen, golf holes are searched

to identify the order in which balls are to be putted,

with increasing levels of difficulty. The method of

searching is scored, with a high score indicating a

poor search strategy.

2.3.2. Memory

Verbal memory was assessed using the logical me-

mory sub-test of the Weschler Memory Scale (WMS,

Wechsler, 1945), immediate and delayed recall of two

short stories and Hopkins Verbal Learning Test (HVLT,

Brandt, 1991), a simple list learning test providing

information on immediate and delayed recall. Non-

Verbal Memory was assessed using the visual repro-

duction sub-test ofWMS, immediate and delayed recall

Table 2

Mean (and S.D.) of PANSS ratings on occasion one and two for the

two-, three- and five-dimensional models in patients (n= 62) and

paired t-test of mean change over 6 months

Occasion

1

Occasion

2

t

(df = 61)

Significance

Two-dimensional model

Positive 12.50 (5.10) 9.63 (3.41) 4.58 < 0.001

Negative 14.18 (6.61) 11.47 (5.54) 3.99 < 0.001

Three-dimensional model

Positive 4.24 (2.37) 3.31 (2.01) 3.15 0.003

Negative 10.32 (5.25) 8.16 (4.38) 3.56 0.001

Disorganised 3.58 (1.89) 2.68 (1.25) 4.37 < 0.001

Five-dimensional model

Positive 4.24 (2.37) 3.31 (2.01) 3.15 0.003

Negative 5.71 (3.13) 4.41 (2.65) 3.61 0.001

Disorganised 3.58 (1.89) 2.68 (1.25) 4.37 < 0.001

Relational 4.61 (2.56) 3.68 (2.21) 2.81 0.007

Excitement 3.06 (1.44) 2.40 (0.88) 3.20 0.002
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of three designs and EGT search error scores. A search

error was defined as selecting a putted hole during a

trial (between error).

2.3.3. Attention

In this version of the Continuous Performance Test

(Connors, 1995), subjects are told to respond to every

letter stimuli except X. The test yields measures of

reaction time for all target responses and of how well

the individual discriminated between targets and non-

targets (attentiveness). Omission errors are number of

targets missed and commission errors are number of

non-targets responded to.

2.3.4. Psychomotor speed

This was assessed using computerised Trails, part

A (Morris, 1995), digit symbol substitution test

(DSST) from WAIS-R and Finger Tapper Test (FTT)

(Halstead, 1947). All tasks require some level of

attention, motor coordination and visual tracking.

2.4. Statistical analysis

Mann–Whitney U-tests were used to analyse any

differences between groups for categorical variables

(gender, ethnicity and handedness) and t-tests for

differences between the two groups on the remaining

Table 3

Mean (and S.D.) test scores for patients (n= 62) and controls (n= 25) at occasion one and the results of ANCOVA showing differences between

the two groups

Patients Controls F (df = 85) Significance

Intellectual Assessment

Premorbid IQ 102.48 (14.98) 109.40 (9.09) 4.62 0.034a

Full Scale IQ 92.42 (15.32) 108.36 (13.24) 17.19 0.001

Executive Functioning

WCST categories 3.76 (2.24) 4.95 (1.89) 1.94 0.168

WCST persever errors 23.59 (19.51) 13.32 (9.39) 2.34 0.130

Verbal Fluency 32.97 (11.97) 45.96 (10.13) 16.76 < 0.001

Trails B 109.91 (78.89) 58.34 (47.33) 4.92 0.030

TOL planning time 14.50 (13.27) 13.28 (8.18) 0.35 0.556

TOL execution time 40.16 (25.74) 21.38 (28.65) 8.60 0.004

EGT strategy score 41.80 (5.24) 36.84 (6.50) 10.50 0.002

Memory

Immediate verbal memory 11.97 (6.61) 20.96 (5.02) 32.15 < 0.001

Delayed verbal memory 7.35 (6.20) 17.18 (5.83) 40.59 < 0.001

HSLT immediate recall 19.26 (5.39) 24.96 (3.56) 18.14 < 0.001

HSLT delayed recall 5.24 (3.16) 8.84 (2.32) 20.84 < 0.001

Immediate non-verbal memory 8.03 (3.06) 10.84 (3.13) 10.60 0.002

Delayed non-verbal memory 6.65 (3.63) 9.88 (3.61) 10.35 0.002

EGT between errors 16.61 (10.61) 6.57 (6.36) 14.13 < 0.001

Attention

CPT reaction time 454.66 (107.21) 396.45 (69.86) 3.64 0.060

CPT attentiveness 2.57 (1.03) 3.10 (1.05) 2.22 0.140

CPT omission errors 12.15 (16.94) 4.22 (6.20) 2.14 0.147

CPT commission errors 13.30 (7.43) 11.04 (7.33) 1.01 0.319

Psychomotor Processing

DSST 7.02 (2.19) 10.6 (2.74) 34.48 < 0.001

Trails A 53.53 (51.40) 24.92 (20.08) 4.73 0.033

FTT total 76.01 (13.45) 78.91 (14.43) 4.57 0.035

WCST: Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; TOL: Tower of London task; EGT: Executive-Golf Test; HVLT: Hopkins Verbal Learning Test; CPT:

Continuous Performance Test; DSST: Digit Symbol Substitution Task; FTT: Finger Tapper Test.
a ANOVA performed.
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demographic variables. No differences in age, hand-

edness or ethnicity were found but there was a

significant difference ( p < 0.001) in years of education

between patients and controls (Table 1).

Each syndrome score was a total of composite

symptom ratings. Paired t-tests were used to examine

changes in clinical symptoms over the two occasions

and to compare cognitive test means of patients and of

controls on occasion one and two. Analysis of cova-

riance (ANCOVA) was used to compare the per-

formance of patients and controls on neuropsycho-

logical tests, with premorbid IQ as covariate. As

number of years in education may have been disrup-

ted due to onset of illness, premorbid IQ was con-

sidered to be a more accurate estimate of potential

ability. Premorbid IQ correlated with all task meas-

ures ( ps < 0.013) except CPT commission errors and

TOL measures.

A series of multiple regression models were used

to determine the relationship between symptoms and

cognition at occasion one. Each neuropsychological

test score at occasion one was predicted by each

PANSS syndrome dimension and premorbid IQ. A

simultaneous entry procedure was used. Regression

analyses were also used to examine the longitudinal

relationship between syndrome dimensions and cog-

nitive variables. This analysis examined changes in

performance from occasion one to occasion two for

each cognitive variable. Simultaneous regression pre-

dicted change in each neuropsychological test score

at second assessment from changes (occasion two

minus occasion one) in positive and negative symp-

Table 4

Mean (and S.D.) test scores on occasion one and two for patients (n= 62) and paired t-test of mean change over 6 months

Occasion one Occasion two t (df = 61) Significance

Executive Function

WCST categories 3.76 (2.24) 4.48 (2.09) 2.233a 0.030

WCST persever errors 23.59 (19.51) 17.25 (15.77) 2.702a 0.009

Verbal Fluency 32.97 (11.97) 34.69 (13.75) 1.447a 0.153

Trails B 109.91 (78.89) 84.88 (78.43) 4.125a < 0.001

TOL planning time 14.50 (13.27) 14.86 (9.92) 0.380 0.706

TOL execution time 40.16 (25.74) 36.58 (27.72) 1.361a 0.179

EGT strategy score 41.80 (5.24) 41.25 (6.32) 0.602a 0.550

Memory

Immediate verbal memory 11.97 (6.61) 15.96 (5.98) 7.483a < 0.001

Delayed verbal memory 7.35 (6.20) 11.22 (6.95) 6.611a < 0.001

HSLT immediate recall 19.26 (5.39) 22.40 (6.49) 5.45a < 0.001

HSLT delayed recall 5.24 (3.16) 7.41 (3.33) 5.775a < 0.001

Immediate non-verbal memory 8.03 (3.06) 8.56 (3.25) 1.61a 0.113

Delayed non-verbal memory 6.65 (3.63) 7.71 (3.71) 2.60a 0.012

EGT between errors 16.61 (10.61) 14.27 (8.94) 1.476a 0.145

Attention

CPT reaction time 454.66 (107.21) 474.46 (107.38) 1.037 0.304

CPT attentiveness 2.57 (1.03) 2.83 (1.03) 1.808a 0.076

CPT omission errors 12.15 (16.94) 11.42 (16.04) 0.10a 0.992

CPT commission errors 13.30 (7.43) 10.33 (6.65) 3.647a 0.001

Psychomotor Processing

DSST 7.02 (2.19) 7.44 (2.40) 2.344a 0.022

Trails A 53.53 (51.40) 34.63 (31.09) 4.039a < 0.001

FTT total 76.01 (13.45) 78.91 (14.43) � 1.866a 0.067

WCST: Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; TOL: Tower of London task; EGT: Executive-Golf Test; HVLT: Hopkins Verbal Learning Test; CPT:

Continuous Performance Test; DSST: Digit Symbol Substitution Task; FTT: Finger Tapper Test.
a Indicates an improvement in performance at occasion two.
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toms over this time. The alpha level for significant

testing was set at p < 0.01 for the regression analyses.

All statistical tests were carried out using the Statis-

tical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS, version

8.0).

3. Results

3.1. Syndrome ratings

Mean syndrome ratings for patients at both occa-

sions of testing are presented in Table 2. At 6 months

all syndrome dimensions had significantly improved.

There was no effect of gender at either occasion of

testing (data not shown).

3.2. Cognition

Mean test scores for patients and controls at occa-

sion one are presented in Table 3. After controlling for

premorbid IQ, patients and controls had significantly

different current IQ scores and controls performed

better than patients on the majority of measures,

particularly on memory tasks. There was little differ-

ence between controls and patients on WCST or CPT

following adjustment for premorbid ability.

Mean test scores for performance of patients at

both occasions are presented in Table 4. Analyses

with paired t-tests were used to identify significant

changes in performance on individual tests.

Patients showed significant improvements on mea-

sures of immediate and delayed verbal memory. Other

Table 5

Mean (and S.D.) test scores on occasion one and two for controls (n= 25) and paired t-test of mean change over 6 months

Occasion one Occasion two t (df = 24) Significance

Executive Functioning

WCST categories 4.95 (1.89) 5.60 (1.26) 1.391a 0.179

WCST persever errors 13.32 (9.39) 9.92 (7.70) 1.566a 0.132

Verbal Fluency 45.96 (10.13) 47.08 (11.70) 0.681a 0.503

Trails B 58.34 (47.33) 43.48 (26.49) 2.638a 0.015

TOL planning time 13.28 (8.18) 11.45 (4.77) 1.123a 0.273

TOL execution time 21.38 (28.65) 19.26 (17.93) 0.525a 0.605

EGT strategy score 36.84 (6.50) 35.92 (7.01) 0.878a 0.389

Memory

Immediate verbal memory 20.96 (5.02) 24.32 (5.82) 2.498a 0.020

Delayed verbal memory 17.18 (5.83) 20.76 (5.89) 2.745a 0.011

HSLT immediate recall 24.96 (3.56) 32.48 (16.17) 2.231a 0.035

HSLT delayed recall 8.84 (2.32) 10.44 (1.80) 3.771a 0.001

Immediate non-verbal memory 10.84 (3.13) 10.72 (3.40) 0.279 0.782

Delayed non-verbal memory 9.88 (3.61) 9.84 (4.08) 0.060 0.953

EGT between errors 6.57 (6.36) 5.68 (5.52) 0.924a 0.365

Attention

CPT reaction time 396.45 (69.86) 388.50 (116.63) 0.189a 0.852

CPT attentiveness 3.10 (1.05) 3.79 (1.15) 2.551a 0.018

CPT omission errors 4.22 (6.20) 1.96 (2.21) 2.089a 0.049

CPT commission errors 11.04 (7.33) 9.32 (6.21) 2.223a 0.037

Psychomotor Processing

DSST 10.60 (2.74) 11.52 (2.47) 2.623a 0.015

Trails A 24.92 (20.08) 19.87 (15.04) 0.967a 0.345

FTT total 85.34 (15.47) 84.82 (16.32) 0.222 0.826

WCST: Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; TOL: Tower of London task; EGT: Executive-Golf Test; HVLT: Hopkins Verbal Learning Test; CPT:

Continuous Performance Test; DSST: Digit Symbol Substitution Task; FTT: Finger Tapper Test.
a Indicates an improvement in performance at occasion two.
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improvements were on WCST, Trails A and B and

CPT commission errors. There was no change in

performance on verbal fluency, Tower of London,

Executive-Golf task, non-verbal memory, CPT (reac-

tion time, attentiveness and omission errors) or finger

tapping. Controls performed significantly better than

patients on all cognitive tests at both occasions. Mean

test scores for performance of controls at both occa-

sions are presented in Table 5.

Analyses with paired t-tests identified significant

improvements in Trails B, verbal memory, attention

and DSST performance of controls.

No gender effects were seen in either patients or

controls performance over time. Patients displayed a

significant decline from estimated premorbid to cur-

rent full scale IQ ( p < 0.001).

3.3. Relationship between syndrome dimensions and

cognition

Significant multiple regression results using PANSS

and test scores at occasion one for the two-, three- and

five-dimensional models are presented in Table 6.

Positive symptoms were not associated with any of

the neuropsychological measures. In the two-dimen-

sional model, negative symptoms were negatively

associated with IQ, executive functioning and memory

variables.

Change in syndrome ratings and change in neuro-

psychological scores over time was examined for the

three different models using regression analyses. The

results showed that both change in positive (B = 0.327,

p< 0.05) and negative (B =� 0.540, p < 0.001) syn-

dromes entered the regression as significant predictors

of performance on FTT in the two-dimensional model

[F(2,58) = 5.898, R2 = 0.169, p < 0.005]. Change in

negative symptoms (B =� 0.473, p < 0.005) were also

significant predictors on this task for the three dimen-

sional model [F(3,57) = 3.757, R2 = 0.165, p < 0.02]

and change in relational symptoms (B =� 0.462,

p< 0.01) for the five-dimensional model [F(5,55) =

2.820, R2 = 0.204, p < 0.03]. It is important to note that

the findings observed here are fewer than would be

expected by chance.

4. Discussion

There was no evidence of a causal relationship

between improvement in psychopathology and cogni-

tive function over time in this group of patients with

chronic schizophrenia. Thus, excluding motor speed,

improvements in symptoms did not produce an im-

provement in cognitive functioning, instead patients

showed relatively stable deficits in cognition.

Our results support those of Harvey et al. (1996)

who found that cognitive deficits were more stable

over time than negative symptoms, although at each

assessment cognitive impairments were strongly cor-

related with the seven negative symptoms studied.

Similarly, in a comparison of clozapine with typical

antipsychotics in neuroleptic-responsive schizophre-

nia, Lee et al. (1999) also observed no consistent cor-

relations between improvement in clinical symptoms

Table 6

Multiple regression showing significant Beta values of symptom domains and cognitive tasks at occasion one using the three different models

Two dimensions Three dimensions Five dimensions

Pos Neg Pos Neg Dis Pos Neg Dis Exc Rel

Intellectual Assessment

Verbal IQ 0.102 � 0.237* 0.054 � 0.201 0.260 0.061 � 0.283* 0.023 0.081 � 0.046

Full scale IQ 0.090 � 0.239* 0.003 � 0.196 0.063 � 0.002 � 0.295* 0.065 0.093 � 0.020

Executive Functioning

Verbal fluency 0.208 � 0.311* 0.053 � 0.214 0.053 0.043 � 0.217 0.059 � 0.017 0.020

Memory

Immediate verbal memory 0.072 � 0.298* 0.013 � 0.292 0.063 0.003 � 0.262 0.071 � 0.058 0.023

Pos = positive; Neg = negative; Dis = disorganisation; Rel = relational; Exc = excitement.

* Indicates significant at 0.05 level.
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and cognitive performance, although improvement in

symptoms was not of great magnitude. There have

been some reports of positive correlations between

clinical improvement and neuropsychological change.

In a group of first episode and recent onset schizo-

phrenia patients, Gold et al. (1999) found that changes

in verbal and full scale IQ were significantly related to

changes in negative but not positive or disorganised

symptoms. Current IQ functioning was not repeated at

occasion two in the present study due to the time

period studied. Censits et al. (1997) examined a mixed

group of first-episode and previously treated patients

and reported that clinical improvement correlated

positively with neuropsychological change, with

improved negative symptomatology accounting for

most significant correlations. Interpretation of these

latter two studies must be with caution as some

patients were assessed without medication at baseline

and with medication at follow-up, thereby confound-

ing the course of cognition with potential medication

effects.

These findings from previous studies appear to

indicate that the relationship between symptoms and

cognition varies with illness progression. First episode

and recent onset patients display improved cognitive

functioning with significant improvement in symp-

toms (predominantly negative symptoms), but im-

provement in symptomatology in chronic patients

does not produce the same effect.

As with previous reports, chronic patients in this

study were significantly impaired on many areas of

cognitive function compared to controls. Differences

between patient and control performance on WSCT

and CPT tasks, commonly impaired in schizophrenia,

did not reach significance once corrected for premor-

bid ability, demonstrating that these tasks are depend-

ent on intellectual ability. This also indicates that

deficits are not easily explained by attentional or

executive difficulties.

Patients showed some improvement in several tasks

over time, but their performance never matched that of

controls. Significant improvements in verbal memory

and learning could reflect practice effects, although

controls did not show improvements to the same extent

and a change of this magnitude may seem unlikely to

reflect practice effects over a 6-month interval.

Cross-sectional correlation demonstrated a rela-

tionship between negative symptoms and verbal func-

tioning (IQ, fluency and memory) at occasion one.

Attenuation of left prefrontal activity (Curtis et al.,

1998) has been found in verbal fluency performance

in schizophrenia and verbal memory deficits are

supported by findings of reduced left temporal and

hippocampus brain volumes (Wright et al., 2000).

Deficits of verbal fluency and verbal memory have

both been associated with negative symptoms

(Addington and Addington, 1999; Mahurin et al.,

1998), which in turn are associated with both frontal

and temporal lobe abnormalities (Sigmundsson et al.,

2001). At this stage, the two-dimensional model

showed a stronger relationship with the cognitive

variables. Although three- and five-dimensional mo-

dels replicated the link between neuropsychological

deficits and negative symptoms (despite not reaching

significance), they fail to provide evidence for the

presence of relationships between other syndrome

types and cognition in this group of patients.

Cross-sectional correlation in the present study did

not differ depending on the dimensional model uti-

lised. Recent literature on classification of schizophre-

nia symptomatology compare models to explain the

heterogeneity of schizophrenic symptoms (Dollfus

and Everitt, 1998; Sauer et al., 1999; Nakaya et al.,

1999). The three- and five-dimensional models were

identified by Nakaya et al. to best fit data at two time

points using confirmatory factor analysis. We did not

attempt to identify latent symptom structure with the

present data as it comprised of less than 100 patients.

The present sample may require a different psycho-

pathological model to provide the best explanation for

the observed pattern of symptomatology over the

course illness.

Why did the relationship between symptoms and

cognition in chronic schizophrenia at occasion one not

persist when longitudinal change was examined?

Despite being unrelated with symptoms on occasion

one, performance on the finger tapping task, a mea-

sure of motor ability, was revealed to be sensitive to

improvements in negative symptoms and may reflect

improvements in motivation or reduction of extra

pyramidal symptoms. Perhaps a longer period of time

or a change of greater magnitude is required for

change in symptoms to produce a resulting change

in cognition. Indeed, symptom ratings for this group

of patients at occasion one were not severe, as on

average each item would have been rated in the mild/
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moderate severity range. Despite this, a significant

improvement in symptoms was evident and patients

were co-operative with the neuropsychological assess-

ment on both occasions of testing.

These findings have implications for the treatment

of schizophrenia. Traditionally, medication is utilised

to improve clinical state. Atypical anti-psychotics have

been found to inadvertently improve some aspects of

cognition (Sharma, 1999). Cognitive impairments, ra-

ther than symptoms, are related to all types of func-

tional outcomes (Green, 1996), such that patients with

schizophrenia have difficulty maintaining social rela-

tionships, keeping jobs and functioning independently.

There appears to be a need for further investigation

into treatments that specifically target cognitive defi-

cits, such as cognitive remediation, which has been

shown to improve performance on neuropsychological

tests without changing symptom ratings (Wykes et al.,

1999).

In conclusion, the results show no relationship

between change in symptoms and change in cognition

in chronic schizophrenia and suggest that cognitive

impairment, although related to negative symptoms,

may be a distinct construct. The three models of sym-

ptom dimensions utilised did not differentiate in re-

vealing the lack of this effect. These findings highlight

the importance of treating cognitive impairment in

addition to the clinical symptoms of schizophrenia.
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